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Abstract: A laser induced fluorescence (LIF) system has been developed for the plasma material
interaction system (PLAMIS-II) device, which is equipped with a unique plasma gun composed of
a LaB6 cathode and two anodes with electromagnets to generate a focused dense plasma. PLAMIS-
II simulates the interactions of plasma with different materials and is to be used for the test of
plasma facing components of fusion devices. The LIF system is composed of a seed laser with
Littmann/Metcalf cavity and a master oscillator power amplifier to pump 3d4F7/2 metastable argon
ion to 4p4D5/2 level at the wavelength of 668.61 nm, which has the following input parameters:
laser power = 20mW, line width < 100 kHz, and a mode-hop free tuning range > 70GHz. For
in-situ measurement of laser wavelength, the wavelength spectrum of an iodine cell was measured
by a photo-transistor during LIF measurement. To measure argon ion temperature (Ti) and drift
velocity (vd) in PLAMIS-II, the fluorescence light with the wavelength of 442.72 nm, emitted from
4p4D5/2 level to 4s4P3/2 level and passing through 1 nm band-width filter, was collected by the
photomultiplier tube combined with a lock-in amplifier and a chopper with frequency of 3 kHz.
Initial data of Ti and vd were analysed in terms of gas flow rate and applied power.
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1 Introduction

In future fusion devices, the heat flux to the divertor and the first wall should be mitigated for the
long term operation. Core plasma performance is closely related to the edge plasma condition
such as recycling of deuterium [1]. These are directly related to the plasma interactions with
materials of plasma facing components (PFCs). In various tokamaks, PFCs have been tested for
the design of a divertor, including International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), in
terms of thermal resistance, tritium inventory and surface modifications [2–5]. In the region of
scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor of tokamaks, plasma parameters have been measured by using
electric probes, magnetic probes, laser Thomson scattering, beam emission spectroscopy, charge
exchange spectroscopy systems to understand and analyse the edge localized modes (ELM) and heat
loads to PFCs, yet the properties of ions and neutrals are not clearly revealed, especially in edge
plasma [2–15]. Ion properties such as temperature and flow velocity are important to analyse heat
flux via sheath heat transmission factor and to deduce the plasma density [16, 17].

The plasma material interaction system (PLAMIS-II) device is a linear machine, which simu-
lates a fully-circulating system of FliNaK used as a liquid divertor/limiter and performs the other
material tests with a 40-kW DC plasma gun for fusion devices [18]. Due to expensive and difficult
experiments in tokamaks, linear machines such as DiPS-2 [19], NAGDIS-II [20], MAP-II [21]
PISCES B [22] and PSI-2 [23] have been used for studying and understading edge plasma transport
and plasma interaction with materials. However, a linear machine has different ion temperature
(Ti) with electron temperature (Te), Te � Ti, comparing to fusion plasma with Te ≈ Ti or Te < Ti.
Therefore, Ti including drift velocity (vd) should be investigated for plasma interaction with materi-
als, even though PLAMIS-II has electrical scanning probes, thermo-couple (TC) and high resolution
Thomson scattering system for diagnostics of plasma interaction with materials. PLAMIS-II adopts
a unique arc source developed for a massive sputtering device with an LaB6 cathode and two anodes
with electromagnets to generate a focused dense plasma, while most linear plasma simulators utilize
DC LaB6 reflex arc discharge or high power thermal plasma torches. To measure the ion properties
of this unique plasma source, we have developed a laser induced fluorescence (LIF) system to
measure Ti and vd.

LIF techniques have been used for plasma physics over 30 years [24–27], beacause it is powerful
diagnostics for measuring ion velocity distributions. However, The LIF data by a tunable diode laser
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Figure 1. A DC plasma gun at the plasma material interaction system (PLAMIS-II) device: (a) the operation
of the DC plasma gun with a LaB6 disc and (b) plasma jets generated from the DC plasma gun.

with low output power is still lack and a need to check for a measurement system of ion properties
depending upon specified plasma devices, although there have been many reliable LIF data [25, 26],
which were generated by a tunable diode laser. In this works, the developed LIF System which
shows the configuration by a tunable diode laser with low power and its technique to measure ion
properties has been detailed and initial data is given for the application to the PLAMIS-II device
and for the check of the LIF system by a tunable diode laser with low power. For the diagnostics
of Ti and vd, by using the LIF scheme based on a diode laser [25–27], a transition of Argon ions
such as 3d4F7/2 metastable level to the 4p4D5/2 level at 668.61 nm was used and the fluorescence
light with the wavelengh of 442.72 nm emitted from 4p4D5/2 level to 4s4P3/2 level was measured.
Due to limited accessibility of LIF optical system to PLAMIS-II, we had to introduce acute angle
collection of fluorescence light and optical fiber.

2 Experiment

In the PLAMIS-II, plasma jets are generated by a DC plasma gun as shown in figure 1. The plasma
gun is composed of a cathode with a LaB6 disc, which generates thermal electrons to be accelerated
to an anode, leading to produce plasma. By accelerating electrons from the cathode to two assistant
electrodes in the electromagnets, plasma jets are focused to the central region of a nozzle. In
normal condition at 10 kW, electron temperature and density have the values of Te = 8–15 eV and
ne = 2–6 × 1012 cm−3, respectively. The detail specification and configuration of PLAMIS-II for
the plasma-flowing molten salts interaction system are described by Lee [18].

Present geometry of vacuum ports at PLAMIS-II was not proper to use fluorescence collection
system near the diagnostics regions, due to various occupied diagnostics systems such as electrical
scanning probes, TC and high resolution Thomson scattering. Therefore, we proposed a fluores-
cence collection tube with focusing lenses, which was aligned with acute angle near the diagnostics
regions in a vacuum chamber as shown in figure 2.

– 2 –
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up with the fluorescence collection system: (1)
Direction of a diode laser, (2) Direction of plasma stream, (3) Beam dump, (4) Fluorescence collection lens
system (front lens: f = 300mm and back lens: f = 100mm), (5) Material target, (6) Electromagnets, (7)
Optical fiber, (8) Flange with vacuum sealing and (9) Lens tube (1 nm band-width filter and PMT) and (b)
Photograph of the configuration for the fluorescence collection system in PLAMIS-II: (10) Plasma stream,
(11) Center of plasma stream, (12) Diode laser beam line, (13) Fluorescence collection lens system and (14)
Fluorescence collection line.

The developed LIF system is shown in figure 3. The diode laser with Littman/Metcalf configu-
ration as the external cavity diode laser systemwas used to reduce a line-width for higher wavelength
selectivity. However, this configuration produces lower beam power, and to compensate the output
power, we adopted the master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) with the Littman/Metcalf config-
uration. The diode laser is Vortex 6009 model from New Focus and MOPA is TA-100 model from
TOPTICA Photonics. For Ti and vd measurements in PLAMIS-II, the LIF system has following
specifications: laser power = 20mW, line width < 100 kHz, and a mode-hop free tuning range
> 70GHz. The diode laser system has two kind functions for laser power controls such as constant
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Figure 3. The developed laser induced fluorescence (LIF) system: (a) schematic diagram for LIF diagnostics,
(b) Photograph of LIF system installed for PLAMIS-II and (c) measurement of the laser power. CC: constant
current mode, CP: constant power mode and scan: the operation of wavelength scans near LIF scheme. The
standard deviation of laser power: CC mode has 4.63 × 10−4 mW and CP mode has 1.38 × 10−4 mW.
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Figure 4. The iodine cell spectrum with the piezo voltage. The peaks of iodine cell spectrum (Iodine peaks)
are described in terms of the wavelengths corresponding to each peak according to the Atlas table around
argon ion line of our LIF scheme [27, 28] with the following conditions: laser power: 20mW and temperature
of the iodine cell tube: 85◦.

current mode (CC) and constant power mode (CP). Both functions stably produce laser power
with no wavelength scan. However, CC mode of the diode system generates higher laser power
fluctuation than CP mode during wavelength scan as shown in figure 3(c). Therefore, to reduce
the fluctuation of laser power during the wavelength scan, the CC mode was used with 2:1 beam
splitter and photo receiver. For in-situ measurement, by using a NTE3032 photo-transistor, the
iodine cell spectrum was simultaneously measured with LIF signals. An iodine cell heats up to
85± 5◦ to fully vaporize the iodine within the cell. In order to obtain higher fluorescence collection
efficiency than using an optical vacuum feedthrough, one optical fiber was used between an optical
tube and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with sealing at a vacuum flange, as shown in figure 2. The
Stanford Research SR830 lock-in amplifier with a 3 kHz operation frequency chopper and a 1 nm
band-width filter with 442 nm wavelength were used to obtain LIF signals and reduce electrical and
light emission noised from the plasma and electrical devices.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the peaks of iodine cell spectrum in terms of the applied piezo voltage. The peaks
of iodine cell spectrum (Iodine peaks) are described in terms of the wavelengths corresponding to
each peak according to the Atlas table [27, 28] around argon ion line of our LIF scheme. Using this
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Figure 5. Characteristics of laser wavelength vs. piezo voltages from a diode laser and linear fit for wavelength
calibration by using iodine peaks.

one-to-one relation of piezo voltage to the specified wavelength, which is shown in figure 5, we can
identify the wavelengths of argon ion lines. Then measured fluorescent lines forms the argon ion
velocity distribution, which are to be used for the deduction of Ti and vd. Due to inherent properties
of diode laser, one cannot avoid the discrete mode-hop of wavelength at a certain and arbitrary piezo
actuator voltage, which is repeated several times [26, 27]. Even within the mode-hop free tuning
regions, one can find the discreteness of wavelength in terms of piezo (actuator) voltage. Hence we
had to adopt the least-square linear fitting to get the continuous one-to-one corresponding relation
of piezo voltage to the wavelength (i.e., wavelength calibration) as shown in figure 5.

With frequency converted from calibrated wavelength, the result of LIF signals with the mean
and standard deviation, which is a measure of the dispersion of the experimentally observations
around the mean value of three experimental data with same conditions, is given figure 6. To
reduce the signal uncertainty, a Gaussian profile was used to fit the data by taking the mean
values of measure ones. Central point indicated as the black line is for argon ion pump transition,
ω0 = 4.4837 × 102 THz. The LIF signal is a typical Gaussian distribution with a shift to higher
frequency. Generally, The LIF shape is affected byDoppler broadening, power broadening, pressure
broadening, Zeeman broadening and Stark broadening. However, except for Doppler broadening,
the other broadenings weakly contribute to the formation of the LIF signal width. In this experiment,
magnetic intensity was fixed at 200 Gauss condition for plasma confinements. With the weakly
magnetized plasma, Zeeman splitting was not shown. Therefore, measured LIF signals, which
strongly depended on Doppler broadening, were analysed without the other effects. Assuming the
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Figure 6. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) spectrum vs. frequency shift near the argon ion LIF scheme and
Gaussian-fit from the measured signals. Gas flow rate: 20 sccm, DC power: 1 kW, magnetic intensity: 200G.

Maxwellian ion distribution, the LIF profile is given as

I (ω) = I (ω0) exp


−Mic2 (ω − ω0)2

2kTiω2
0


, (3.1)

where Mi, kTi, c, I (ω0) and v0 are ion mass, temperature, light velocity, the maximum intensity
and unchanged frequency, respectively [26]. Using the Doppler broadening in LIF line profile, Ti
can be calculated,

Ti (eV) =
Mic2

8e ln 2

(
∆ω1/2

ω0

)2

, (3.2)

where ∆ω1/2 and e are full width at half maximum (FWHM) and absolute charge of an electron for
unit conversion from Joule to eV, respectively. From the shift of LIF profiles, vd could be calculated
by vd = c(∆ω

/
ω0), where ∆ω is a frequency shift.

For the calculation of Ti and vd of argon ions, following the experimental conditions are
applied: 20–80 sccm gas flow rate (∼ 9 × 10−4 Torr), 0.7–1 kW power and 200 Gauss magnetc
intensity and the fixed position at 5mm side from axial center of plasma jets from DC plasma gun.
Due to the laser passing along the perpendicular of the axis as shown figure 2, the measured Ti
and vd are virtually for perpendicular values such as Ti⊥ and vd⊥. The results of Ti⊥ and vd⊥ are
shown in figure 7. The (−) sign at vd axis indicates the Doppler shift to higher frequency than ω0.
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Figure 7. The results of ion temperature (Ti⊥) and drift velocity (vd⊥): (a) appled power = 0.7–1 kW and
(b) gas flow rates = 20–80 sccm at the fixed magnetic intensity (200 Gauss).
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It means that argon ions moved to same direction of laser injection were measured during LIF
diagnostics. As applied power increases, Ti⊥ slightly increase while vd⊥ which has almost 0m/s
is not significant changes as shwon in figure 7(a). This result with the fixed gas flow rate at 80
sccm indicates low dependence on an applied power, because measurement position is very close
to the center axis [27, 29] and the the energy losses of argon ions by frequent collisions are still
stronger than energy transfers from electrons to argon ions in spite of generating higher electric
potential at 1 kW. For the case of lower gas flow rate at 20 sccm as shown in figure 7(b), Ti⊥ and vd⊥
considerably increase by comparison with 80 sccm, which indicates that less collisions with low
flow rate is enough to increase the temeprature and velocity of argon ions. The maximum values of
Ti⊥ and vd⊥ have 0.32 eV and 160m/s at 20 sccm, respectively, where the latter could be used for the
deduction of Mach number (M∞) by M∞ = vd/Cs = vd/

√
Te + Ti/mi, where Cs is Bohm velocity,

and is to be compared with those by a Mach probe [17], which is to be installed in PLAMIS-II.
The experimental condition at 20 sccm and 1 kW, M∞ has ∼ 0.1, which is quite small since it is
the value near the axis of the jets, yet indicate a slight rotating motion of the jet or bending due to
magnetic fields.

4 Conclusion

An LIF system composed of a diode laser with Littmann/Metcalf Cavity and MOPA has been
developed for PLAMIS-II tomeasure ion temperature (Ti) and drift velocity (vd). Due to constrained
geometry of the available port, we have devised an acute angle optical path with an optical fiber
system, and initial LIF data as 0.18 ≤ Ti⊥ ≤ 0.32 eV and 0 ≤ M∞ ≤ 0.1 were successfully obtained
with power (P), 0.7 < P [kW] < 1.0, and gas flow rate (G), 20 <G [sccm] < 80. They show the slight
increase of ion temperature with power and decrease with pressure, indicating the loss of ion energy
due to collisions. As for the drift velocity, applied power does not seem to contribute the change
of drift velocity of central plasma, yet pressure does slightly with collisionality. To understand
the plasma material interactions in fusion devices with hydrogen isotopes, a plasma gun have to
be investigated with different gases such as helium or hydrogen. Besides current perpendicular
parameters, parallel parameters are to be characterized by adopting additional optical paths. These
LIF data could be compared to those by a Mach probe to apply to fusion plasma, where LIF system
could not be applied to the ions of hydrogen isotopes. For the future works, by using the developed
LIF system with augmented optical paths along with the other diagnostics such as laser Thomson
scattering system and electrical scanning probes, plasma characteristics in PLAMIS-II would be
consistently studied for understanding plasma interactions with the liquid and solid PFCs in fusion
devices.
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